In this work we develop a perturbative formalism for the treatment of Lovelock theories of gravity.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern unification theories of all physical interactions have led to the idea that our Universe possibly possesses more than four dimensions [1] . Therefore, it seems necessary to develop a formalism of multidimensional cosmology. Lovelock theories of gravity [2] can be an appealing candidate for the study of gravitational dynamics in multidimensional manifolds.
There exist several reasons to consider Lovelock theories as a natural generalization of Einstein gravity in spacetimes of more than four dimensions. Lovelock gravitational equations depend on the induced metric only up to its second spacetime derivatives [2] , a property which is shared by the general relativity equations. On the other hand, the gravitational Lovelock propagator coincides with the Einsteinian propagator [3] . As a consequence, Lovelock gravity linearized around Minkowski space is ghost-free, and the number of physical degrees of freedom in Lovelock and Einstein gravities turns out to be the same [3 -5] . Finally, the Lovelock Lagrangian is formed by a linear combination of dimensionally continued Euler forms, while the Hilbert-Einstein Lagrangian is given by the dimensional continuation of the Euler form of degree one [3, 6] . Therefore, Lovelock gravity can be considered as a multidimensional topological generalization of Einstein theory of gravity.
Moreover, it has been checked that Lovelock gravity may correspond to the low-energy limit of stringy gravity, at least for some string models [7] .
In spite of all these desirable features, Lovelock theories present a series of disadvantages which make their immediate treatment seriously difficult [8 -10] . The main disadvantage is the almost nondegenerate character of this type of theory; i.e. , there exist gravitational configurations around which the inversion of the relations between the gravitational momenta and the time deriva- tives of the metric is not possible [11] . Then [8, 9] .
It has been recently proposed that a perturbative treatment of Lovelock gravity could provide a way out of this problem [11 -13] . In this sense, we will assume that the gravitational Lovelock action is an effective action in the low-energy limit, in which the dominant term, the Hilbert-Einstein action, is corrected with higher-order contributions in the Riemann tensor. This interpretation is justified inasmuch as Einstein theory acceptably describes the gravitational dynamics at low energies and curvatures. With this interpretation at hand [11, 12] , we shall show in this paper that it is possible to develop a perturbative formalism of Lovelock gravity which solves its partial degeneration problems.
Throughout this work, we suppose a gravitational action of the Lovelock form 46 4320
1992 The American Physical Society with the efFective four-dimensional gravitational constant [15] ). We suppose that the Hilbert-Einstein coefficient L1 is strictly positive, so that the corresponding theory of gravity turns out to be attractive in the Einsteinian limit.
On the other hand, the Lovelock action (1.1) must be modified with additional surface terms when the manifold M has a boundary [16, 17] . We will return to this point later on.
In the following, we will adopt the sign convention of Misner, Thorne, and Wheeler [18] for the Riemann tensor and its contractions. In addition, accepting an ArnowittDeser-Misner (ADM) decomposition for the metric [18] , we will keep the value 1 for the time index; the remaining indices will be denoted by lower-case letters i, j, . . . ,
running from 2 to D, unless otherwise stated. For the extrinsic curvature, our convention will be that of Wald [19] (1. 4) where 6""" . is the generalized Kronecker delta. The gravitational momenta z'& conjugate to the induced metric h;~c an be obtained from the expressions [8] n'~= ) L (D -2m -1)! ) ( (1 6) We notice that the g avltationd Lag~gim l:, the Hamiltonian constraint (1. 4), and the momenta (1. 6) dif«r by a factor~h~'~' from the tensorial densities used in the literature [8] . The adopted definitions, however, will be more convenient for our subsequent calculations.
It can be also seen [8] that expressions (1. 4) and (1. The Lovelock action (1.1) can then be rewritten [8, 20] the dot denoting differentiation with respect to time.
Substituting (2.2) -(2.7) in action (1.1) and integrating by parts the second derivative terms, we obtain after a lengthy and tedious calculation [26] the following minisuperspace Lovelock action, up to surface terms: Our minisuperspace model is then almost nondegenerate, as it corresponds to a model in Lovelock gravity;
i.e. , there exist gravitational configurations with an associated vanishing Jacobian (see also [25] (3.21) (3.25) with the definitions r hm+r n 1 f n 2r -m~--
The analytic germ [28] determined by (4.1) may be analytically continued from p~= p"= g = h = 0. Before trying to find the analytic germs for the required branches, it is convenient to derive the expression of the Jacobian matrix J»" associated with the studied relations (3.4) and (3.5).
In our minisuperspace model, the gravitational Hamil- tonian is given by (3.7), where '8 where we have used B~p"= 8&p~, and [J[ is given by (4.2). Equation (5.6) implies that the local analytic inversion of (3.4) and (3.5) is not possible around those configurations for which either x vanishes or the system turns out to be degenerated, [ J] = 0. We notice that, unlike the case of the inversion of the derivatives-momenta relations, there appear now new singular configurations for x = 0, which were anticipated in Sec. IV by discussing the isotropic and homogeneous models considered in Ref. [11] .
In particular, if in the perturbative inversion branches x~'& tends to zero in the limit p"= Tii --g = h = 0, the analytic germs of these branches cannot be determined at such a point, since it must be a singularity of the desired inversions.
Let us see how we can select the searched inversion branches. Take first relation (3.4) with fixed p"= 0. We can then obtain a local inversion of (3.4) around x = g = h = 0, y~& (x, g, h), by requiring that y~&(x=p, y=p, h=p) =0. At an ordinary algebraic singularity (p", Tioi, g, ho) of say (x~i&, y&i&), the inversion 1 possesses a finite limit (xo, ys) for which either xs = 0 or the Jacobian (4.2) vanishes (and thus that singularity also corresponds to a Since, obviously, xi'&(z ) g 0 and~J(x ' (z'), y"(z') y = p, h = 0)~p 0 (i = 1, 2), Eqs. (5.11) and (5.12) univocally determine two difFerent inversion branches of relations (3.4) and (3.5) around zc. Therefore, we can construct the analytic germs of the two desired inversion branches by imposing conditions (5.11) and (5.12), and from these germs we can obtain the double-valued inversion of (3.4) and (3.5) by analytic continuation. (i = 1, 2), and that both branches of inversion coincide at such points, with z(') = 0. This statement also implies that the two perturbative branches of inversion coincide, and constraint (4.7) is analytic, at least at all those ordinary algebraic singularities for which some z(') = 0 (i = 1, 2) connectable with the origin of the complex plane (p", Tii, g, h) by a path along which J(x~'l, y~'l, g, h)] g 0, B"p"(x~'l, y~'l, g, h) g 0, x~*l = 0, (5.14) where (x~'l, y~'l) (i = 1, 2) are the inversions obtained by analytic continuation from the origin as functions of the variables p", g, h, and (i~z along such a path.
In particular, since at py = T~~--g = h = 0 we have (x~'l, y~'l) = (0, 0), for both i = 1 and 2, and ] J] P 0 and B"p"g 0 around x = y = g = h = 0, it is straightforward to see that there always exists a simply connected region around the origin of the complex plane (p» Tii, g, h) in which the perturbative constraint (4.7) is fully analytic. In that simply connected region, the cuts that could be needed to construct the single-valued perturbative inversion branches are completely irrelevant with respect to the associated perturbative constraint (4.7).
Let us finally notice that constraint (4.7) is at least continuous at any ordinary algebraic singularity with vanishing x&'i (i = 1 or 2) for which one of the above assumptions (1) or (2) The distinctive feature of the v = 1 models (2.1) is that the momentum p" is independent of y, i.e. , B"p" vanishes identically, as can be easily checked from Eq.
(3.9). Then, the Jacobian matrix J associated with the derivatives-rnomenta relations turns out to be triangular, Moreover, since from (5.4) it follows that B"p"=2', ' I(x, g) = (x c lR x Z, g c (g2, g])/gy )g+x ) g2) (6.9) (with II the imaginary axis) and I(p,y) = (p",y/p = p (x, y), (x,y) c I(x, y )), (6.10) where p"(x,g) is given by (6.6). Then, it can be seen that I(p",g) is simply connected and that the analytic germ of inversion fixed by (6.8) can be analytically continued from p"= g = 0 at least to the whole region I(p",g) I(p",g) being simply connected, the result of this analytic continuation is a single-valued inversion x~l such that the range of (x~~l, g) in I(p",g) coincides precisely with I(x, y). Let us call (6.8) and making use of the Hamiltonian constraint (6.4) and of the obtained inversion of (6.6), x~~l (p",g), we conclude that [at least for (p",g) e I(p",g)j: (6.6) by analytic continuation from p"= g = 0, are thus exactly the same cuts that are necessary to define constraint (6.14).
VII. PERTURBATIVE FORMALISM FOR MODELS WITH MORE THAN TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM
In this section we will extend the application of the perturbative formalism of Lovelock gravity to models with an induced (D -1)-dimensional metric given by the product of metrics of P maximally symmetric spaces, each of them with an associated scale factor at(t), scalar curva-ture k~= 1, 0 or -1 and dimension d~(/ = 1, ... , P).
Particular cases are the isotropic and homogeneous minisuperspace models (P = 1) [11] and the models with two maximally symmetric spaces (P = 2) analyzed in this work. Our discussion is also applicable to models with a geometry of Bianchi type I, previously considered in Lovelock cosmology by Deruelle when examining the Kasner-type solutions of these kinds of theories [30] .
Unless otherwise stated, in the following we will reserve the indices l, m, n, and q to denote positive integers implicitly running from 1 to P. In addition, we will assume that the matter content of the system can be described by 8"~' = g) e"e~'
f~e "e~-(I g m).
(7.2)
Notice that all these components vanish when x) g) --0.
Likewise, the components of the extrinsic curvature can be written as K', =0 (1 gm), (7. 3) which vanish if x) = 0. Inserting (7. 2) in (1.4) we conclude that the gravitational part of the Hamiltonian constraint 'H is a polynomial of the variables g~a nd f' 8 ='R(g(, fi ), (7.4) and define the gravitational Lagrangian 4 from the Lovelock action (corrected with boundary terms, so that it only depends on the metric and its first time derivatives [16, 17] Integration of the generic expression (7.4) (-x, g ).
Relation (1.7) reads now P 8"'n = ) 8 "p., z",
where we have suppressed the mentioned factor 2 and used B~,p~"= B~"p~, . On the other hand, from the generic expression (7.4) we conclude that 8«H = 28g(Rz( + 2) By( Mz~, nial and therefore (7 8) 28, '8 = B,p "28', "'8 = B"p,"=B,"p"(l7 n) (7.9) must be satisfied. In particular, the B~,p~"are polynomials of g~a nd f~q As in Sec. IV, we can now invert the derivativesmomenta relations by analytically continuing the germ determined at p (7.10) This is possible because, since the higher-order Lovelock corrections vanish at x) = g) = 0, the Jacobian matrix (7.11) must coincide at x) = g) = 0 with the corresponding Einsteinian Jacobian matrix, whose determinant is constant and different from zero. Therefore, Therefore, the Hamiltonian constraint adopts the expression (g, =o, f, =o)]to. (7.11) . As a consequence, the local analytic inversion of (7.5) and p~" is not possible at those gravitational configurations with x1 = 0 or for which l Jl = 0. (~) in xq. Substituting them in the gravitational part of the Hamiltonian constraint, we obtain an even function of x1, Vt(x"g1), such that +(x1)gl) = +[x1)x~(x11gl)~gl) = Tll~ (7.15) Using the implicit function theorem, it can be seen then that where we have employed Eqs. (7.12) and (7.14).
We can now invert relation (7.15) (*"' *, "')(z') with ( = +11 +(xr 01 xr(xl 01PZ~gl)~gl)~ (7.19) where x"(xr,p ",g~) is the local inversion of the momenta p "which satisfies x"(xr = 0, p~, g& ) = x". Substituting (1)
(1) (2) turn out to be analytic functions of p~", gt and ( (i.e., of p~. , gt and Tqr) at z . Thus, the associated constraint, similar to (4.7), is analytic at z .
In addition, all the points around zs for which ( = 0 are also ordinary algebraic singularities of the considered inversions (x~' ) (i = 1, 2). At these points, the inversions (x&' ) coincide, with xr' --0 (i = 1, 2). As a consequence, the perturbative inversion branches coincide at all the ordinary algebraic singularities around the origin of the complex plane (p ., Tr r, gr) for which some xr' = 0 (i = 1, 2), and the corresponding perturbative constraint is analytic at these points. Therefore, there always exists a simply connected region around the origin of the mentioned complex plane in which the constraint generalizing (4.7) is fully analytic. In such a region, the cuts which could be needed to construct the single-valued perturbative inversion branches are completely irrelevant with respect to the associated perturbative constraint, and, in this sense, their choice leads to no ambiguities in the perturbative formalism.
Basically, we have been able to apply our perturbative formalism to these models with product spaces because of the polynomial dependence of the Hamiltonian constraint and the gravitational momenta on the variables xt and g~. Other properties of these models that have been used through our discussion are the coincidence, at xt = gt = 0, of the Jacobian matrix (7.11) with its corresponding Einsteinian matrix, the existence of relations (7.7), and the "parity" of the Hamiltonian constraint and momenta p, with respect to the derivatives xt, in the sense that, changing the sign of all the xt, the momenta vary their sign, while the Hamiltonian constraint remains unchanged. In addition to all this, we have been able to determine the different perturbative inversions essentially because the gravitational part of the We have not considered yet the possibility that x~') and y~') diverge when approaching the singularity in such a way that z('l/y('l tends to a finite limit zs different from zero. Taking then N as in (A5) and dividing (Al) 
with y(z, p", g, h) the inversion of (3.4) previously introduced. It can be seen that expression (B6) is well defined around (z = O, ufo).
We can obtain the implicit function x(p", Tpq, g, h), locally defined by Eq. (B4) around z, by substituting in (B4) 
Note that x given by (B7) and (B8) satisfies x(z ) = 0. Since x = 0 is a double zero of Eq. (B4) at zo and we have supposed that the two branches of inversion of (3.4) and (3.5) coincide at zo, with x(') = 0 (i = I, 2), there must exist just two possible power series of the form (B7) which are solutions to (B4).
In fact, since 8~z'R(x = 0, ceo) g 0, there are only two admissible choices for the coefficient ayooo. where the prime means that the term (n = 2, rn1 = m2 = ms = 0) must not be included in the quadruple summa- 
with F and G certain functions of (, rather than (1/ because expressions (B16) and (B17) are even analytic functions of (1/, so that their series only contain even powers of this variable. Thus, the ordinary algebraic singularity at ( = 0 disappears in the constraint (4.7).
We finally notice that, to carry on with the analytic and single-valued continuation of the pert ur bat ive inversions (x('&, y(')) beyond the singularity at zp, it is necessary to introduce cuts in the complex plane (p", T11,g, h) which are associated with the square root of (. When crossing these cuts, we interchange inversions (x(1),y(1)) and (x(2&, y(2&), as stated by (B12) and (B13). The constraint (4.7) is however invariant with respect to this interchange of inversions.
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